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Change! O Muslims! Change! 
Before it is too late! 

Allah Ta’ala states His Divine Principle in the Qur’an Majeed: “Indeed, Allah does NOT 
change the condition of a nation until they change the condition within themselves.” 
(Ra’d, Aayat 11) 

Everyone is well aware of the so-called virus that we are faced with which appears to 
be ‘very intelligent’ in the sense that South Africa has the ‘most cases’ in the entire 
African continent. How ‘intelligent’ this virus is that it knows where the country’s 
borders are? Hence, it does not trespass them least it could be ‘prosecuted’ by the ones 
‘controlling’ it? According to the survey dated 7 January 2021, South Africa had 1 149 
591 so-called ‘positive cases’, yet our next-door neighbour Mozambique, with a 
population of around 30 million, yet the record show them having only 19 667 so-called 
‘positive’ cases with the deaths in only 200’s! One could have expected Mozambique to 
have at least half the amount of ‘cases’ as South Africa, i.e. about half a million positive 
cases, since their population is about half of South Africa’s! Queer indeed is this so-
called ‘deadly’ disease!   

Comparing African countries with a bigger population than South Africa, we find the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) which has a population of over 86 million (more 
than South Africa!), yet the survey shows they only had 18 738 cases with under 1 000 
deaths! More ironical is the fact that Egypt was the FIRST African country to discover a 
‘covid’ case. Egypt’s population is over 100 million – about 40 million more than South 
Africa! With such a huge population, one expected this country to supersede all African 
countries in this queer so-called ‘deadly’ virus. Yet, as per the survey, Egypt recorded 
145 590 cases, while the deaths are in the 8 000’s.  

Anyone with brains will have the relevant questions in their minds after seeing these 
comparisons. Do these findings indicate to a ‘human-control’ nature of this virus for 
which countries went into oppressive lockdowns?     

Already, in the beginning of this queer virus, the Tanzanian president had exposed some 
of its ‘strange’ behaviour when he took it to a test by sending a fruit (Papaya) and a goat 
for a covid test. Lo and behold! The fruit and animal came back as covid ‘positive’! What 
an ‘intelligent’ and strange virus this is indeed due to which entire countries went into 
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brutal and oppressive lockdowns – as per the oppressive call of the enemies of 
humanity, the oppressive call of the enemies of Allah Rabbul Izzat! 

The solution for the removal of any difficulty lies in the Qur’an Majeed. In the above 
Aayat, Allah Ta’ala has clearly states when He will change the conditions around a nation 
that is afflicted with difficulties. In our case, the difficulty is of various types. The queer 
and ‘intelligent’ virus which only crosses borders with a ‘visa’ or ‘passport’, ‘stamped’ 
by its master (governments/Gates and co) and only attacks people in gatherings other 
than in casinos, restaurants, packed gyms and busy shops (etc.). Together with this, the 
oppressive lockdowns wherein shops are forced to shut down thereby depriving man 
his basic human right of earning to provide for his family. Besides the many other 
difficulties we face in our country like the massive corruption the government is 
embroiled in which involves billions of Rands, one is the shutting down or the 
restrictions or measures enforced in our Masaajid in the name of ‘protocols’. These 
restrictions or measures are actually demolishing our Pure and Pristine Islam, Salaah, 
Masaajid, Sunnah, etc. which we have been gifted with by Allah Ta’ala. 

Nonetheless, the conditions will only change if we – the nation, the Ummah – change. 
The following points should be noted which we as an Ummah are doing, which require 
change – to be aligned with the Laws of Shari’ah! 

1. Salaah – While there are those who only read a haphazard two Rak’aats Jumu’ah 
Salaah on a Friday, many others habitually miss some of their daily Salaahs. One 
should change from zero or a few Salaahs a day to ALL the Salaahs of the day. 
Salaah is among the Pillars of Deen. Discarding Salaah is discarding Deen. Then 
what will be left of Deen if this Pillar is demolished? Also, Salaah has to be 
performed as per the dictates and demands of the Divine Laws and NOT as per 
the man-made laws of the Kuffar and atheists. 

2. Sunnah – While Sunnats are discarded wholesale by the Ummah intentionally 
and unintentionally, one should start learning the Sunnats and start 
implementing one-one Sunnah in one’s life, family and home. A constant effort 
is required coupled with Du’a for steadfastness to bring the Sunnah in one’s life. 
The Sunnah manner of dressing for males and females, the Sunnah manner of 
eating and the Sunnats in all our day-to-day aspects have to incumbently be 
implemented, slowly, slowly.  

3. Company – The Qur’an Majeed and Hadith Shareef have encouraged good and 
pious company. We have to adopt the company of Allah-fearing men – of men 
who when we see them, we remember Allah Ta’ala, when they speak, our 
knowledge in Deen increases and their actions remind us of the Aakkhirah. 
Discard the company of people who mainly discuss futile issues, sports, Gheebat, 
use vulgar language, and who only discuss things other than Deen or other than 
that which will benefit one in Deen, Qabr and Aakhirah. 

4. Ulama-e-Haq – Based on the above point, we have to incumbently adopt the 
company of the Ulama-e-Haq. Yes, there are many people among us with the title 
of ‘Moulana’ or ‘Mufti’, but the only true and real Ulama are the Ulama-e-Haq. 
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The bright side of the lockdown was that Allah Ta’ala made it the means for one 
and all who uses his Aql (intellect) and sees with his eyes to know who are the 
Ulama-e-Haq and who are the Ulama-e-Baatil or the Ulama-e-government. Insha 
Allah, we shall discuss the signs of the Ulama-e-Haq in future articles. Hazrat 
Sheikh Zakariya and Moulana Ashraf Ali Thanwi (Rahimahumullah) have 
elaborated on this. 

5. Ulama-e-Baatil – Ulama should not be followed merely because they speak well, 
or they are famous. Rather, their following the Haq and promoting the Haq 
should be among the criteria. Hence, even well-spoken ‘Ulama’ with flowery 
language who speak Baatil or promote Baatil (like TV or radio which airs the 
voices of females) should be discarded. Stay far, very far from them – further than 
the 1.5m social distance limit! 

6. Haq and Baatil – Based on the above two points, the conclusion is simple. The 
conclusion is that by adopting the company and following the Ulama-e-Haq one 
will be on the Haq, as simple as that.  

7. Literature – The literature, writing, Bayaans, etc. of only the Ulama-e-Haq should 
be studied, read and/or frequented. The company of Baatil has an effect just like 
how one is affected when entering a blacksmith’s workshop. Therein the sparks, 
flames, sound, etc. have an effect on one. Likewise, the Ulama-e-Haq’s literature 
will definitely have a positive effect within one which will motivate one to do 
good deeds in a manner that is Pleasing unto Allah Ta’ala. 

8. Halaal and Haraam – This is not only in ensuring our food is Halaal, but also to 
ensure out actions are Halaal. Haraam food/meat which is unfortunately certified 
as ‘Halaal’ should be abstained from because these meats are erroneously logoed 
with Halaal logos. Frequently we are made aware of even pork products certified 
as Halaal by the very same so-called ‘Halaal’ certifying bodies of South Africa- 
such as MJC, SANHA and company. Can we trust such people who are playing 
around with our Halaal food? Also, the common Haraam actions such as TV, 
animate photography, etc. should be discarded, even if so-called ‘Fatwas’ or 
‘Muftis’/’Moolanas’ approve or appear on them. Recently, Ulama who were 
among the Asaatizah of the very same students who today appear on the 
accursed TV – Dajjal’s studio, even side by side with women without any 
semblance of Hijaab – had branded TV and animate photography as HARAAM.    

9. Muslim women – There are certain Laws which are explicitly mentioned in the 
Qur’an Majeed which Muslim husbands have totally discarded either due to 
Jahaalat (ignorance) or mere Shaitaaniyyat. Hereunder are two very important 
points we are discussing for now pertaining to Muslim women which Muslim 
husbands should change to conform to the Shari’ah: 
1) Driving – Muslim ladies are NOT allowed to drive due to the Laws of Hijaab 

being discarded in this act. A Hadith warns that at the approach of Qiyaamat 
women will drive. Another Hadith sounds a curse to ladies who ‘sit on the 
saddles’ – i.e. behind the ‘wheel’, in our times! 
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2) Hijaab – Whilst Hijaab is another Explicit Divine Law, husbands have allowed 
their wives to become targets for Zina by allowing ladies to don un-Islamic 
clothing, discard Hijaab, mix and merry with any Yusuf, Ahmad, Paul and John, 
giggle and chat to any stranger on the street, etc. Whilst one is Hijaab of a 
lady’s body, Shari’ah also demands Hijaab of a lady’s voice, hair, etc. And this 
Law of the Shari’ah has been violated on a wholesale scale! Even so-called 
‘Ulama’ allow their wives and daughters to drive around town.   

10. Influence and company – A Hadith mentions a person to be on the creed of his 
friend. This means that who we follow, its effect – good or bad – will rub off on 
us. So much so, that our entire Deen could be affected by our company, friends, 
following, etc., which could negatively impact our Aakhirah if the company was 
corrupt. Hence, by following the Ulama-e-Haq, one’s Deen will be fortified. There 
will be much hope of success in the Qabr and Aakhirah. This is because the Ulama-
e-Haq speak out without fear and favour. Therefore, in adopting their company, 
true and proper Deen will be explained without any Shaitaani and Nafsaani 
justification for Haraam which may be done.  
To the contrary, the evil scholars who have sold Deen to the atheists, 
government, WHO and the Jews should be abandoned. This is Waajib. Ulama who 
appear on TV, flirt with ladies on radios under the deceptive banner of 
‘interviews’, who sit with ladies in TV studios, who march will ladies, who allow 
ladies to attend funerals and Janaazah Salaahs, who partake in interfaith 
meetings and who rub shoulders with the Kuffar governments are some of the 
signs of the ‘Ulama’ who one should totally abandon!   

TV – EVEN ‘ISLAMIC TV’ – IS HARAAM! 

ANIMATE PHOTOGRAPHY IS HARAAM! 

STOP LISTENING TO SO-CALLED ‘ISLAMIC’ RADIO STATIONS 

THAT AIRS THE VOICE OF LADIES! 

FREQUENT THE GATHERINGS OF ALLAH-FEARING ULAMA! 

SHUN THE ULAMA WHO ARE BARTERING AWAY OUR DEEN TO 

THE GOVERNMENT AND ATHEISTS! 

STOP FOLLOWING AND OBTAINING DEENI GUIDANCE FROM 

‘ULAMA’ THAT ALWAYS GROVEL AT THE FEET OF THE RULERS, 

POLITICIANS, GOVERNMENTS, THE RICH AND THEIR LIKES! 

‘ULAMA’ THAT ARE ALMOST NEVER SEEN WITH THE ULAMA-E-

HAQ SHOULD BE AVOIDED AT ALL COSTS!   


